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What High School Seniors Can Tell Us 
About Their Best Teachers 

Gregory S. upercbi, M.Ed. 
Lisbon Regional cbool 

Lisbon, H 

such as, "Mr. Northrop and Mr. Younkins are my 
i-------------------l favorite teachers:' When I was asked why, I would 

In elementary school, there were several things say something like, "They· re a lot of fun." I was not 

Introduction 

my friends and I wanted to be when we grew up. very good at teacher observations at that point. 
These included fire fighters, police officers, and, of As I became an older and more mature high 
course, teachers. Being very young, we saw only school student, my demands on teachers changed. I 
the best parts of each of these jobs: putting out was getting ready to go to college. I did not have 
fires, saving people from time for learning un-
bad guys, and having re- necessruy things with 
cess twice a day. How- so many important 
~ver, we ended up be- things to know be-
mg part of one of these fore I went off to 
professions every day higher education. I 
for thirteen years or also did not ha\.·e the 
more. patience to deal with 

I grew to admire students \.\ho either 
my teachers, seeing did not want to learn 
them as experts in many or who acted out in 
different areas. Most class. They were 
seemed to have the wis- amusing as a disttac-
dom of Solomon tion now and then, 
knowing the answer t~ but continued dislrac-
every question I had and tions were not ap-
many I had not thought propriate. At this 

o~. They were funny, pointikneWwh>the 
witty, and caring. They good teachers were. 
also garnered They were smart. 
everyone's attention and respect. taught me pertinent things. and could. control the 

When I got to middle school, I no longer had classroom like a magician and Cw all m one. 
0.nly .one teacher all day long; instead, I had up to Throughout my seoondar} education. there ~ere 
SIX different teachers in one day. It was then that I many professions I considered. By the en~ ~t my 
began to see variation in my teachers. My friends freshman year of college, I bad made mx decision to 

and I acted differently around different teachers. become a mathematics reacher and ~nished n:1Yde-
While uld uld gree over the next three years. Ounng that ume. l 
. we co be angels for one, we co terror- her t ted 
lZe others. I started saying things to my parents thought a lot about "bat kind of a teac wan 

SS 
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to be. I thought back to my own experiences and among these teachers. I knew that my greatest 
\\hat l lit...ed. I scrutinized my college professors, source ofinformation has always been students. Al-
analyzing theirevel) move. And, I studied textbooks though some come with their own agendas and bi-
and articles that were assigned to me. ases (for instance. most of my students tell me that 

Then. I got m)' first and present job. I had been less homework would be better!), there is so much 
preparing nearly seventeen years for this. I knew truth in what they have to share. Who else does 
what a good teacher was. U nti 1 theory met reality well over one thousand hours of teacher observa-
and I found I had to act quickly to make adjust- ti on every year? 
ments between what I had learned in college and 

Literature Review what really worked. I had to think on my feet in 
front of up to ''thirty" savages at once. I listened to 
what they said about me through their conversations Much research has been completed on student 
with me and in their monthly assessments of my teach- views of what makes a teacher the best or good. 
ing. Similar themes seem to run through this research. 

Within the last three years, my administrators As noted in Table 1, research conducted between 
have successful. In addition, I have been more in- 1974 and 2002 provide 8 traits deemed by research-
volved in presenting workshops to other mathemat- ers to good teachers. 
ics teachers about good mathematics teaching. Most Of these elements, it can be seen that methods, 
important, I have heard students complain about clarity, enthusiasm, high expectations, and relation-
teachers who, in their opinion, are not good. ships are the most common to all studies with each 

These questions and issues led me to research being identified in four or more of the eight studies. 
just what makes teachers good at their professions. Relationships and personal interaction are al-
I wanted to know what similarities, if any, there are luded to in all eight studies. Certainly, this follows 

Beatty Dyer, Harslett, Marsh 
~ 

Peart & Ritter Shanoski Top Table l & 2002 Godfrey, & Campbell, & & teachf 
Marsh, Harrison, Others, 1999 Taylor, Hranitz, trait, 
1974 Partington 1978 1990 1992 1996 

&Richer, 
1999 

Clarity/ 
Explanation/ x x x x x x Orgamzation 
Classroom 
Management/ x x Climnte 
Enthusiasm/ 
Engaging/ x x x 
lntercstin~ 

x x x x 
Expectations x x x x x 

I Methods/ 
ActivitJes x x x x 
Teacher x Knowled~e x x 
Leaming/ x x Value x 
Relationships/ 
HelpfuJ/ x x x Individual x x x x x Interaction 
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since human beings are, in general, social creatures 
relying on interaction. More quality interaction should 
increase teaching effectiveness. Ritter & Taylor 
(1990) reported that students, when asked to rank 
the characteristics of their best teachers, indicated 
the relationships between a teacher and a student 
most often. Relationships and interpersonal skills 
are also proven to be very important when dealing 
with subsets of students such as African-American 
students (Peart & Campbell, 1999) and Aboriginal 
Australian students (Harslett et al., 1999). 

Purpose and Methodology 

M~ 
Five high school se

niors fium a small, rural, K-
12 school in Northern 
New England were chosen 
f~ this study from twenty
eight seniors on a vohmteer 
basis. From the list of vol
unteers, individuals were 

Puzzles and Possibilities 

Findings 

In the interviews, students were able to offer 
vivid descriptions through ideas and stories of their 
perceptions of their best teachers. Although all of 
the factors listed in Table 1 could be defined as do
mains in the interviews, four emerged above the rest: 
character traits, relationships, methods, and expec
tations (see Figure 1 ). What is most in~ is the 
connection between the first two domams. The sur
veys also echoed the literature by identifying similar 
qualities of the best teachers. However, ~e s~ey 
data did not point as directly to the relationship or 
expectation domains since the fonn~l was not as 
open-ended as the interview. The third source of 

-----

Qua:STrals 
(54) 

Figure 1: Freq~· 
distnburion of identified 
interview dool.1ins 
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data. artifacts. did back up the domains of character write the first three words that came to mind when 
traits and relationship . they think about their best teacher, smart and intel-

Emphasized less. but equally important, were ligent combined to be listed the most frequently. ln 
issues related to classroom management clear pre- question ten, it was the fourth most popular trait. In 
sentation. leaminglvalue, knowledge!mtelJigence, and question nine, it was tied for first Although know!-
enthusiasm. Students indicated that these requisites edge is very important when given as a choice, it 
were vef) much keys to good teachers, but they seems to be more of a "given" in discussion. Other 
were simply not as prominent as other elements. For comments regarding these less-emphasiz.ed elements 
instance, although one participant mentioned class- follow: 
room management only twice. she commented that "Better teachers might take ten minutes to 
'·Probably the biggest thing is how the class is run ... . , explain what another might take three minutes 
Another student added, ''My best teachers know to." 
how to control the environment of the classroom. "[Students] thought [the material] was go-
They don't let ... students get out of hand. They're ing to be hard, but [she] made it look easy. 
strict. but not mean:' Also, the survey supported The way she explained it was great." 
the interview finding.5 since students chose classroom A student knows he or she has an excel-
management only four of fifty-four times in question lent teacher when " ... they feel like they' re 
nine (see Figure 2). Related to this, fourteen of eigh- learning a lot" 
teen students indicated the occurrence of problems "They understand the material they're 
with classroom management in the best teachers' teaching and they have a good way of relating 
classrooms was "Seldom., or "Very Seldom". it to the students in a way they can understand 

Additionally, the artifacts offered by the students it better." 
identified none of these less emphasized domains. "They're all intelligent and know how to 
Although enthusiasm was not once mentioned in the teach." 
interviews, it was the second of the top traits chosen Of the more prominent domains, character 
by students in question ten of the survey. The survey traits were stressed over and over by the students. 
also asked about the knowledge level of students' Such traits included being caring, nice, kind, posi-
best teachers. Seventeen of eighteen students iden- tive, widerstanding, helpful, fair, able to admit being 
tified it as ' 'High" or "Veiy High"; and when asked to wrong, and able to forgive. The artifacts also sup-

1,- - - ·-
I 

Figure 2: FrequenC) distribution of survey question nine 
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ported this. Students submitted several assignments 
and progress reports because the teacher said nice 

say, a teacher caught me in the hall 
doing something like running. And. / 

things on them, 
made "smiley 
faces," or, in one 
case, \Vrote, 
"Have a nice day" 
right in the direc
tions or the assign
ment. '"I think the 
most important 
things [about a 
teacher] is a 
teacher \Vho cares 
about you, ... helps 

1 "The biggest thing is that they're willing to be there. And, 
that th~y make themselves available to you. Because obvi
ously tf you want to be a teacher, you must like to help 
people .... I mean, anyone can write a thing up on the board 
and s~y you need to read this and take notes. But, not every
one will go aroun~ and explain ce~ things to certain people 
wh~ need ... certam parts ... explamed more." (High School 
Senior) 

you one-on-one, just llllderstands you, has fun with 
you, understands where you' re coming from ... " 
was one student's synopsis. 

Another student swnmariz.ed good teachers in 
general by saying, "They're always really nice 
people. That's important to know." In middle 
school, this participant often found trouble with 
teachers. When asked why she did not have this 
problem with one middle school teacher she said, 
'·I v:ould never want to disrespect him or be mean 
to him ... [or] misbehave in his class because he ·was 
always nice to me." She added that "He was re
spectftd of me and he was always kind to me -
always said hello." Nice was tied for second in 
~uestion one of the survey which asked students to 
hst ~words that come to mind when they think 
of tb~rr best teachers. It is quite powerful to know 
that sun ply being a nice or kind person can gamer 
such respect from a student. 
. Results indicate how much the concept of for

gi.veness means to students as well. 1bree students 
mentioned it six different times during interviews. 
"It ~es you feel a whole lot better knowing how 
easily [the best teachers] can forgive you. Like, the 
next day just walk in and forget what happened the 
day before. That's very important" Another stu
dent explained, "I really like it when teachers can 
come in with a clean slate for students the next day 
after something happens ... give them another chance 
- help them out." A third student noted, 

A leacher, who even if 1hey have a bad 
lrack record wilh you from the past, 
lhey don 1 hold it against you. Thats 
a prelty big thing lo be doing. To for
give people is pretty difficult .... Let's 

say 'Oh no. That teacher is going to 
have it out for me. ' A truly great 
teacher will be able to look beyond that. 

Even more important to students in the inter
views than forgiveness was the character trait ofhelp
fulness. All five students interviewed mentioned it 
more than any other trait. no fewer than twelve times. 
One student indicated that when teachers offer help, 
"At least you know ... they're there for you and that 
they' re willing to take time out of their own lives for 

you." 
Another student offered a story about what 

her English teacher did when she missed several 
days of school for surgery. "[She] was quite help
ful. She had everything all laid out for me when 
I got back so that I didn't miss a beat.'. She later 
added this piece of wisdom for all prospective 

teachers: 
You should know that when you get to 
your actual teaching that kids are going 
to need help and it 's not just you telling 
them what to do and they ... do their 
homework at night and they come in and 
they 're not going to have questions. 

It is not only important to students that teach
ers help but that they are also available to help when
ever n~· As one research participant offered 
about her best teachers, 

The biggest thing is that they 're willing 
to be there. And that they make them
selves available to you. Because obl·i
ously if you want to be a teacher, you 
must like to help people .... I mean. an;-
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one can write a thing up on the board ally excites me . .. . It's a student-teacher 
and say you need to read this and take relationship ... getting lo know the 
notes. But. not everyone will go around teacher ... the teacher getting to know 
and explain certain things to certain you . .. .I think it's really great how stu-
peop/ e who need ... cerlain dents have introductions in circles be-
parts ... explained more. fore the class starts so that you gel to 

Similarly, a maJe student explained it like this, know everyone. They 'II even tell you 
f[theii] stuff about them-•· ... They go outo d · , 

way to help you . .. being selves. I' say zl s 
there before school or "'They [teachers] try to adapt probably one of 
after school to help you [to] the student rather than the most important 
-tostickoutyourlWlch getting the student to fit things about be-
in a classroom while them ... J think it's a very ingateacher. You 
somebodyfinishesatest importantthingthattheytry need to under-
orsomething."' kn h d stand your 

A related and simi- to get to OW t e Stu ent teacher and what 
lar word used to de- ••. ,, (High School Senior) they want and the 
scribe these partici- teacher needs to 
pants' best teachers is understand what 
ac:cessible. Students pointed out that it is important you want to learn from them. 
to them that they feel they can ask a question and Additionally, many of the other positive char-
that they are not bothering the teacher. One of the acter traits discussed above describe people with 
students interviewed went to an elementary school whom individuals like to build relationships. The 
in which one teacher taught grades one through four. students reported in the interviews that traits such 
She offered this about her teacher: ''If you had any as being humorous, open. fun, nice, understanding, 
questions, you could always go and ask her even if and involved are important to them. 
she was trying to teach another grade." The oppo- One might be surprised how important a good 
site observation was made by another student: "If sense of humor is to students. Students chose a 
you get the impression that they get annoyed every sense ofhumor as the top trait of their best teachers 
time you ask a question, you probably wouldn't like while fun was the third most chosen. This corre
the teacher or ask questions [and] then you wouldn't sponds to a 1996 article in Reading TODAY that 
learn"' stated a sense of humor ranked number one in a 

Being helpful, just being there, and being ac- survey sponsored in part by the National Associa
cessible directly connect to the next major domain, tion of Secondary School Principals. According to 
relationships. No matter what was discussed in the the article, "Teachers need the ability to build rap
interviews. everything pointed to the student-teacher port, develop mutuaJ respect, and effectively com
relationsbip. Students listed interaction with students municate with students in order to convey their sub
as one of the top aspects of what makes a teacher ject matter." 
best in question nine of the survey. The artifacts As one student noted, "The teachers who 
submitted were also related to this, as students pre- make it fun, I really enjoy their blocks .... Some 
sented assignments and progress reports in which teachers just lecture and you really don't want to 
teachers took the time to write short comments such be there for that because it just takes so much time. 
as -Good Effort'" or 

4

'Good Work"'. Another male student added, 
Teachers who \\ork to build relationships with When you 're standing up at the board 

students impact their lives. A student's \\ords illus- tossing a marker and you drop it, the 
trate the point: best teachers should be able to stand 

Something that really interests me is there and laugh at it because you know 
when a teacher gives you stories about the students are gonna laugh. ... You 
their past ... learning experiences. It re- should be able to know the student[s}. 
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The student[s] should get the feeling of 
when the teacher is actually finding this 
humorous or just trying to hide fact they 
they 're embarrassed and possibly mad 
at the students for laughing at them ... ./ 
feel as though the best teachers should 
be able to, actually, publicly humiliate 
themselves and not worry about pride 
issues. 
In addition to having a sense of humor partici-

pants noted a teacher's openness about themselves 
as a positive attribute. One participant told the story 
of a teacher ... . 

She also was very open about her lisp. 
So, nobody had a chance to make fun 
of her and stuff. She ... made it clear that 

Puzzles and Possibilities 

pant pointed out, '"A lot of teachers ... get 
involved .... They put themselves out there more with 
the students and try to get themselves more 
involved .... You may not have them in class. but you 
still know who they are .... That ·s helpful when you 
do get them in class. When I go see [one of my best 
teachers], she's happy to see me. She's always con
cerned about what's going on." 

At this point, students begin to use the "r· word, 
friend. Students bad difficulty describing the friend
ship, but they knew it was different from the kinds of 
relationships they experience with their peers. 

[The best teachers are] not only willing 
to be your teacher, but to help you as 
sort of a friend if you need to talk about 
something. I know a lot of teachers here 

she knew she had a lisp and 
had been picked on all 
through high school so not to 
bother making fun of her 
when she was trying to teach 
a class .. .. Nobody even both
ered makingfun of her at all. 

Her openness had a positive effect 
on her classroom management. 
Also, students think it is important 
to get to know their teachers and 

"When you're standing up at the board 
tossing a marker and you drop it, the best 
teachers should be able to stand there and 
laugh at it because you know the students 
are gonna laugh .. .. " (High School 
Student) 

their lives outside of school The same student added. 
• who will talk about other things other 

than school if you need to .... Sometimes 
that :S just helpful because you know 
they 're there. I guess that :S the good 
thing about a small school. 
Another participant added "It's like an older 

friend ... you look up to them .. . and they can help 
you out with things. Tuey can teach you ... a whole 
lot more if you get to know the teacher and they get 

to know you." . . 
A third student talked about the friendship 

she bad with a reacher when her parents were get· 
ting divorced. When asked when a student knows 
that be or she has an excellent teacher, she ~oted. 

The best show ... their real 
personalities . ... Students are ... saying 
like, " ... Miss Whoever said a joke!" 
That kind of surprises the student that 
they would ... show who they are outside 
of the classroom. [Then], people like 
working together and like showing more 
interest in the work that the teacher gives 
them .... [One of my teachers} is always 
talking about football and stuff. ... She 
never seemed like the type to watch foot
ball but she started talking about it . ... It 
makes you .. . realize that ... you can have 
a stereotype [of] a teacher and [think} 
they 're this type of teacher. And then, 
they talk and show a little bit of what they 
do outside of school. And be like, "Oh, 
they 're not like I thought they were. " 
Not only are students interested in teachers, but 

~ey also want teachers to be interested in them and 
mvolved in the things they are doing. AS one partici-

When they feel like they 're more [lice 

friends with the teacher . ... They kn~w 
that ii 's their teacher, but the?' fe~I lrk.t 
they can talk to them like their friend.
even if it 's about something that's no~ m 
school. Lik.t if your parents ar~ gettmg 
a divorce or fighting and that distracted 
you from your homework and you could 
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tell your teacher 1hat . ... That's a good you don ·t know how somebody is thinking or have 
teacher. any idea of how they are, how are you supposed to 
This illustrates that there is much more to be- adapt. .. your method of doing your work." He 

ing a teacher than teaching. added later in the interview: 
Getting involved and getting to know students They [teachers] try Jo adapt best fit -

better helps teachers to be more understanding of ting the student rather than getting the 
students. Understanding was the fifth most popular student to fit them . ... I think it s a very 
trait in question ten of the survey and was written important thing that they try lo get to 
more than any other (six times) in question one. In know the student as well as possible 
addition, one of the artifacts submitted was a test while staying obviously to the point 
taken by the participant. She explained to me that where its [appropriate] so that you can 
the teacher knew she had a really bad week at home definitely know that you are doing the 
and had not gotten a chance to learn a particular best that you can to get through to [the 
portion of the test. She told me how much it meant student}. 
to her that he had excused her for that part of the Teachers who have good student-teacher re-
test for the present time. lationships have less trouble with classroom man-

Another student told of a technology education agement There is no need to cause trouble with 
teacher who got to know him and how that enabled someone with whom one gets along. In question six 
him to succeed in a class in which he would not have of the survey, the importance of respect in the class-
otherwise succeeded: rooms of students' best teachers was indicated as 

rm good at all the thinking stuff, but when "Very High" or "High" by sixteen of eighteen stu-
it comes time to do things wilh my dents. Because the best teachers know and under-
hands, ii just doesn ~ happen. And, I stand students well, they are able to be clear with 
definitely lhink I would have floundered their explanations to students. If explanations are 
in that class if it weren ~for that fact clear, expectations are also. Words such as hard 
that he was ... encouraging me by jok- work, challenging, and tough were all responses to 
ing with me about how .. . sub-par the questiononeofthesurvey. Inquestionfive,seven-
qua/ity of my things were ... trying ... to teen ofeigbteen students identified the expectations 
trick me into doing better. He took the oftheirbestteachersas"VeryHigh"or"Higb". Fur-
time to get lo understand me. thermore, all five interviewees mentioned clear and/ 
Once a teacher begins to widerstand his or her or high expectations in the interviews. They made 

students, that teacher can adapt teaching methods comments that indicated the work was harder so 
to fit those students. Educators know how impor- they were proud ofit, what students should be do
tant it is to use many different techniques to deliver ing and not doing was clear and laid out for them, 
information to students. This was supported in ques- and that the teacher wanted the best for all students 
ti on eight of the survey. The question asked stu- not just a certain population of students. 
dents to describe the ways their best teachers teach 
by choosing all methods listed that applied (see Fig- Conclusion 
ure 3). Students chose six of them eight or more r---- ---------------'I 
times. And in question nine. students listed teaching 
methods a5 one of the top aspects in making a teacher 
the best. In the interview, one male participant iden
tified this in the first few words he spoke: "The best 
teachers [keep] the interests of the students [in mind] 
because they know that when a student is bored 
they are not at their full learning capability." When 
asked "'ny he thought teachers want to know why 
students think the way they do, he answered, "So 
that the} can know how to teach us. Because. if 

Students' best teachers have positive charac
ter traits. These traits aid them in developing helpful 
relationships with their students. In turn, respect is 
developed through these relationships and solid 
classroommanagemeat,reinfoICed with fitting teach
ing methods, clarity of presentation, encouragement, 
and knowledge of the subject matter. The best teach
ers set clear. high standards and expect all students 
to achieve. 
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Appendix A 

Sample Interview Questions 
1. As you think back through your school 

experiences, tell me all you can about 
your best teachers. 

2. Describe the grades you have earned 
from your best teachers. 

3. How do the best teachers treat other 
students in his or her classroom? 

4. Describe in detail what you hear in the 
classrooms of your best teachers. 

5. How does a student know when he or 
she has an excellent teacher? 

6. What else can you tell me about excellent 
teachers? 
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